
 

Checking the Age on a License So you have your first drivers license and just ran into a problem. You have to check the age of the person driving. Before going on, let me lay out what you should be looking for on a drivers license: A) The states first letter, listed as “AB”, stands for Alabama. A license from Alabama will say “AL” or “001” instead. B) If it is an international driver's license from
another country, it will say an abbreviation of the issuing country followed by "N" for number of years it's been valid in that country (e.g., "GBG 5"). C) The expiration date will be printed on. It is usually “Expires: Month, day, year”. D) The driver's signature will also be on the driver's license, as well as any other information such as name and address. E) Finally, the issuing state will be printed on
there as well. So you have found a license with the following attributes:

So now you want to check the age. First off, where are you going to look? This depends a lot on whether or not you have a computer handy, and if not it's going to depend a lot on how much time you have. Basically, if you are looking to check the age of someone who is older than 18, you are looking at the driver's license number. If you are hoping to look at a younger person's license, you are going to
have to get your hands on the actual license. This may sound like a difficult process at first, but it isn't really. It will only take a few moments. First off, if it is an international drivers license, take note of what country it says that it is valid in. Then, call the licensing office of that state and ask them if they have any information regarding when the last date anyone in their offices has seen the person
whose drivers license you are requesting was issued. The person you are calling will need to know where in that state the person is from, the license number, and when it expired. If you are in a rush or don't have your computer with you, this is the most efficient way of finding out how old someone is. If you are doing research with public libraries or older people's homes, I would still suggest trying to
get access to their computer first. If not, don't panic. You can check out what age they are by looking at the numbers on their drivers license. A quick note here - some states have started using numbers instead of letters as prefixes for issuing states. For example, Minnesota has switched to putting “MN” on its licenses. Other states are allowed to put the issuing state's abbreviated name in front of it. So,
if you can give your person's address, you can check how old they are without having access to the license itself. When I did this for my son last year, I ended up finding out that an age gap of seven months between his driver's license and birth certificate meant that he was actually 13 years old. That would be why he was getting pulled over by an officer at 16 years old! And that just never occurred to
me! This method will work for other things as well.
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